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today marks the end of an era for the star trek franchise as star trek discovery the

series that brought star trek into the streaming age of television says goodbye

with its series finale discovery s original ending discovery season 5 originally

ended with t rina and saru s wedding before it had to jump 30 years forward

paramount discovery s final episode seems to have two there s an argument to be

made that the big twists from the star trek discovery finale were too inside

baseball and obscure to make the desired impact on the casual viewer written by

kyle what happened to captain michael burnham the uss discovery crew in the

star trek discovery series finale and where did they end up afterwards michael

burnham is trapped in mysterious world seeking the secrets of the progenitors in

series finale of star trek discovery the crew races to retrieve burnham while

battling alien warships mary wiseman talks to inverse about the end of star trek

discovery how jonathan frakes and the next generation still inspire her and what

she won t say about the future of the franchise martin green and paradise discuss

the planning that went into the emotional final episode of discovery their favorite

episodes from season 5 and tease the ancient power introduced in episode 1

1778 antoine lavoisier and joseph priestley discovery of oxygen leading to end of

phlogiston theory 1781 william herschel announces discovery of uranus expanding

the known boundaries of the solar system for the first time in modern history here

are ten of the biggest strides made by scientists in the last ten years new human

relatives cranium of australopithecus sediba from south africa the holotype fossil
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for the species photo the 22 most amazing discoveries of 2022 new clues from

the day the dinosaurs died a mysterious ancient human tooth primordial galaxies

see how the past year expanded our knowledge of the cosmos while many

advances shaped humanity we ve focused on ten significant scientific discoveries

that changed the world 1 dna the discovery of dna didn t so much change the

world as it did our understanding of it more so our understanding of life december

5 2019 25 min read as the 2010s come to an end we can look back on an era rife

with discovery in the past 10 years scientists around the world made remarkable

progress toward discover luxury residential family homes built in private club

communities internationally here are 5 record breaking science discoveries from

2022 this human skeleton shown from the waist down from the island of borneo

bears evidence that the lower left leg was amputated roughly star trek discovery tv

series 2017 2024 cast and crew credits including actors actresses directors writers

and more after an adventure in the mirror universe discovery helps end the

klingon war in the second season they investigate seven mysterious signals and a

strange figure known as the red angel and fight off a rogue artificial intelligence

orbiting about 250 miles above our planet the space station is the only laboratory

available for long duration microgravity research during the past two decades the

space station has supported numerous discoveries scientific publications unique

opportunities and historic breakthroughs the discovery is a 2017 british american

romantic science fiction film directed by charlie mcdowell from a screenplay by

himself and justin lader it stars rooney mara jason segel robert redford jesse

plemons riley keough and ron canada mit researchers have identified a new

algorithmic framework that automatically identifies the best molecules to test for

more streamlined drug discovery credits credit istock the use of ai to streamline

drug discovery is exploding researchers are deploying machine learning models to
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help them identify molecules among billions of options belize s jungles are wild

mysterious and full of discovery more than half of belize a central american

country with as many as 2 million indigenous mayan inhabitants is covered in

dense sprawling jungle meaning the region has adventures galore for any traveler

wishing to explore what s inside the secret chambers in the pyramids of giza



star trek discovery series finale ending explained May

22 2024

today marks the end of an era for the star trek franchise as star trek discovery the

series that brought star trek into the streaming age of television says goodbye

with its series finale

star trek discovery ending explained showrunner

breaks Apr 21 2024

discovery s original ending discovery season 5 originally ended with t rina and

saru s wedding before it had to jump 30 years forward paramount discovery s final

episode seems to have two

are discovery s finale twists too inside star trek msn

Mar 20 2024

there s an argument to be made that the big twists from the star trek discovery

finale were too inside baseball and obscure to make the desired impact on the

casual viewer written by kyle

star trek discoverys ending had a major 33rd century

msn Feb 19 2024

what happened to captain michael burnham the uss discovery crew in the star



trek discovery series finale and where did they end up afterwards

star trek discovery series finale trailer takes michael

to Jan 18 2024

michael burnham is trapped in mysterious world seeking the secrets of the

progenitors in series finale of star trek discovery the crew races to retrieve

burnham while battling alien warships

as a star trek era ends discovery s mary wiseman

reveals Dec 17 2023

mary wiseman talks to inverse about the end of star trek discovery how jonathan

frakes and the next generation still inspire her and what she won t say about the

future of the franchise

star trek discovery s series finale will be an extended

Nov 16 2023

martin green and paradise discuss the planning that went into the emotional final

episode of discovery their favorite episodes from season 5 and tease the ancient

power introduced in episode 1

timeline of scientific discoveries wikipedia Oct 15



2023

1778 antoine lavoisier and joseph priestley discovery of oxygen leading to end of

phlogiston theory 1781 william herschel announces discovery of uranus expanding

the known boundaries of the solar system for the first time in modern history

the top ten scientific discoveries of the decade

smithsonian Sep 14 2023

here are ten of the biggest strides made by scientists in the last ten years new

human relatives cranium of australopithecus sediba from south africa the holotype

fossil for the species photo

the 22 most amazing discoveries of 2022 national

geographic Aug 13 2023

the 22 most amazing discoveries of 2022 new clues from the day the dinosaurs

died a mysterious ancient human tooth primordial galaxies see how the past year

expanded our knowledge of the cosmos

10 scientific discoveries that changed the world

discover Jul 12 2023

while many advances shaped humanity we ve focused on ten significant scientific

discoveries that changed the world 1 dna the discovery of dna didn t so much

change the world as it did our understanding of it more so our understanding of



life

these are the top 20 scientific discoveries of the

decade Jun 11 2023

december 5 2019 25 min read as the 2010s come to an end we can look back on

an era rife with discovery in the past 10 years scientists around the world made

remarkable progress toward

discovery land company May 10 2023

discover luxury residential family homes built in private club communities

internationally

here are 5 record breaking science discoveries from

2022 Apr 09 2023

here are 5 record breaking science discoveries from 2022 this human skeleton

shown from the waist down from the island of borneo bears evidence that the

lower left leg was amputated roughly

star trek discovery tv series 2017 2024 imdb Mar

08 2023

star trek discovery tv series 2017 2024 cast and crew credits including actors

actresses directors writers and more



star trek discovery wikipedia Feb 07 2023

after an adventure in the mirror universe discovery helps end the klingon war in

the second season they investigate seven mysterious signals and a strange figure

known as the red angel and fight off a rogue artificial intelligence

20 breakthroughs from 20 years of science aboard

the nasa Jan 06 2023

orbiting about 250 miles above our planet the space station is the only laboratory

available for long duration microgravity research during the past two decades the

space station has supported numerous discoveries scientific publications unique

opportunities and historic breakthroughs

the discovery film wikipedia Dec 05 2022

the discovery is a 2017 british american romantic science fiction film directed by

charlie mcdowell from a screenplay by himself and justin lader it stars rooney

mara jason segel robert redford jesse plemons riley keough and ron canada

a smarter way to streamline drug discovery mit news

Nov 04 2022

mit researchers have identified a new algorithmic framework that automatically

identifies the best molecules to test for more streamlined drug discovery credits

credit istock the use of ai to streamline drug discovery is exploding researchers



are deploying machine learning models to help them identify molecules among

billions of options

this week s discovery channel show line up travel and

Oct 03 2022

belize s jungles are wild mysterious and full of discovery more than half of belize

a central american country with as many as 2 million indigenous mayan

inhabitants is covered in dense sprawling jungle meaning the region has

adventures galore for any traveler wishing to explore what s inside the secret

chambers in the pyramids of giza
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